
A 3474-year alpine tree-ring record from the Dachstein, Austria
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The Dachstein group is a triassic limestone formation

of the northern rim of the alps, with strong karst

topology, high elevations (highest peak 2995 m a.s.l.)

and plateau characteristics.
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The small crater lake was surrounded by rocky slopes

and cliffs. Dead and broken trees have dropped off and

slid downwards into the water of the lake where they

became instantly preserved.

During a two weeks campaign in summer 1999 a team

of professional divers recruited through the Austrian

military and dendrochronologists lifted trees from

underwater to cut off disks, and returned the trees

back into the water after sampling. In total, 211 trees

were successfully lifted and sampled.
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Results
The collection of samples represented the actual

mixture of tree species growing currently in the area.

66% of the samples were Norway spruce , 21% European

larch and 13% Stone pine .

The oldest spruce disk had 475 rings, the maximum age

of larch was 718 years. Samples were crossdated with

standard methods resulting in a 1500-year absolute

spruce chronology and a 1200 year larch chronology.

The crossdating gave also a number of floating

chronologies, each of them gaping several centuries.

The absolute as well as the floating chronologies were

compared and cross-correlated with regional standard

larch and stone pine chronologies from Tyrol and the

Swiss alps which resulted in a 3474-year long

spruce/larch chronology. This composite chronology is

solely built with samples that originated from the

Dachstein region.
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